
Pyrosilviculture-—Building a Partnership and 

Practice for Advancing Fire Management and 

Forestry in California



Fire in the past . . . 
Prehistoric fire and emissions in CA forests, woodlands, shrublands, grasslands 
(Stephens et al. 2007)  

“The idea that US wildfire area of approximately two million ha annually is extreme is 
certainly a 20th or 21st century perspective.”

“Approximately 1.8 million ha (4.45 million acres) burned annually in California 
prehistorically (pre 1800).”  Half was lightning and half Native American burning.  

Much of California has changed since 1850 but our forestlands are still forestlands. 
Burning Question: What are the implications of our efforts to exclude fire in strongly 
fire-associated forests in the Sierra Nevada? 

Based on vegetation need for fire, roughly 550,000 ac burned annually in the Sierra 
Nevada . . . (North et al. 2012) on federal lands. 



Current Pace and Scale: One measure is against historic rates:

How much of  the Sierra Nevada burned/yr? About ½ million ac

North, M.P., B.M. Collins, and S.L. Stephens.  2012.  Using fire to increase the scale, benefits and 

future maintenance of  fuels treatments.  Journal of  Forestry 110: 392-401.
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The Fire “Debt” or Backlog is Much Greater

At current rates, 66% of  National Forest Lands will never get treated



Reduction in FS acres from constraint levels

North, M., A. Brough, J. Long, B. Collins, P. Bowden, D. Yasuda, J. Miller and N. Suighara.  2015.  Constraints on mechanized

treatment significantly limit mechanical fuels reduction extent in the Sierra Nevada. Journal of  Forestry 113: 40-48.



Rim Fire MEGA Emissions



7 Million total person-days of exposure to higher 

than normal levels of PM 2.5  from the Rim Fire 

between August 22nd and September 10th.

Values that exceed 35 µg/mᵌ are considered 

unhealthy for sensitive groups.

Large smoke plumes occurring on August 23-25 

and August 28-29 when PM values exceeded 55.5

µg/mᵌ  which is unhealthy for all populations. 

Studies suggest the costs of the Rim smoke 

impacts approximate $600 million dollars. 

Long et al. 2017. Aligning Smoke Management 

with Ecological and Public Health Goals. 
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Caples Ecological Restoration Project  8,800 ac Rx Fire, meadow restoration 

Spring 2019 Early October 2019



The fire crew with tools of the trade





Smoke Monitoring of Caples Prescribed Fire  Nov. 1st 4:00 PM and 
Nov 2nd 5:30 AM (Blue Sky Modeled Smoke output, hourly PM2.5)







If we are going to burn longer duration, larger landscapes (like we 
say we need to do) we will need a management system that 
supports burning in remote areas, on steep ground and operating 
outside the predictive capacity of our meteorology resources.



The Fire MOU Partnership



FIRE MOU Partners have a Steering Committee and 3 
primary work groups
• Capacity Work Group---increasing training and staff capacity to do more fire 

work; cross jurisdictional work that gets to larger acreage resilience.   

• Policy Work Group---defining the barriers to increased fire use; remove or 
limit impact of barriers (and keep support of stakeholders) 

-air quality issues such as limits on burn duration

-burn day availability and staff/logistical capacity to use those days

-public understanding of the need for fire in the ecosystem

-risks of burning and not burning

-public health and emissions trade-offs

-Overcoming a century plus of fire exclusion 

• Communication and Outreach Work Group—media framing of fire and fire 
effects, using language that builds understanding and support v. fear and 
insecurity. 



Burn Day Utilization Tracking
Factors other than weather and fuel moistures

• Staffing and hiring policies

• Budgets supporting an ecologically significant level of burning

• Training schedules in Winter and Spring (during burn seasons)

• Use-or-lose employee annual leave requirements

• Flexible, mobile fire crews to take advantage of opportunities

• Larger strategic burns

• Fatigue - fire fighter health concerns (fighting wildfire all summer)

• Separating prescribed fire crews from wildland fire fighters

• Meeting targets v. recognizing the fire regime sets the targets

• Collaborative burning with multiple partners



In the likely available (80%) burn windows of April 6th and 7th 2017, the 
area of El Dorado County at 2500 feet elevation was experiencing a 
major spring storm with 2” plus rainfall and at higher elevations in the 
Sierra Nevada snow levels dropped to 4000’ elevation. Several April 
2017 weather events placed the available burn window in the not 
utilized category and outside of the fire manager’s control for broadcast 
burning for much, though not all, of California. 



Schweizer and Cisneros 2016 -- Change conventional thinking on smoke 
management to prioritize long term air quality and public health.



PSW-GTR-183 The Kings River Administrative Study 2002 

https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr183/psw_gtr183
_005_mccand.pdf

Can’t do first 
entry burns?

Patterson Mountain—Dinkey 
Creek Watershed in January 
1998

https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr183/psw_gtr183_005_mccand.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr183/psw_gtr183_005_mccand.pdf


Same location January 1999 – Second Entry Burn Patterson Mountain



Costs per acre over 4 years?



When it comes to wildfires, 
California is “not on the 
side of nature”  

“We’re fighting nature” 

Governor Jerry Brown

McClatchy New Service    8/7/18



Only you can help Smokey burn more acres! 

Thank You! 
Ernest Coe Visitor Center –Everglades NP The Fire Restoration Group

916-708-9409  
craigthomas068@gmail.com


